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CUSTOMER  NAME :

Roma  Moulding

ROMA  MOULDING  USES  ARCUS  EDI

MANAGED  SERVICES  TO  STREAMLINE

THEIR  ORDERING  PROCESS

 

 

 

Roma  Moulding  is  a  wholesale  manufacturer  of  handmade  Italian

picture  frames  made  from  f ine  quality  real  wood  materials .   They

were  requested  to  receive  EDI  orders  from  one  of  their  customers  and

chose  CONTAX  and  Arcus  to  implement  this  for  them .   Their  unique

sales  situation  was  that  the  customer  purchased  custom  frames  from

Roma .   This  meant  each  order  had  it ’s  own  specifications  regarding

frame  dimensions ,  cut  style ,  joint  style  and  several  others .   The  EDI

order  had  to  create  a  configurable  material  sales  order  in  SAP  and

kick  off  the  production  process .

 

 

 

CONTAX  worked  closely  with  the  customer  to  come  up  with  EDI

specifications  that  would  allow  the  necessary  information  to  flow

through  on  the  EDI  850  (Purchase  Order) .   The  team  also  worked  in

SAP  to  enhance  the  system  to  be  able  to  process  a  configurable

materials  sales  order  automatically  with  no  intervention .   Testing  was

conducted  with  the  trading  partner  to  cover  the  various  scenarios

that  would  occur .   In  addition  to  inbound  orders ,  order  confirmations

(EDI  855)  and  invoicing  (EDI  810)  was  also  implemented .

 

 

 

What  used  to  be  a  time  consuming  manual  process  is  now  a

streamlined  automated  process  allowing  the  team  at  Roma  to  spend

more  time  on  strategic  initiatives .   Roma  is  able  to  receive  hundreds

of  orders  a  month  where  customer  service  only  needs  to  engage  for

process  exceptions .   Roma  does  not  have  to  worry  about  their  day-to-

day  EDI  because  they  know  the  CONTAX  team  is  monitoring  and

supporting  their  system .   
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“CONTAX took the

complicated

process of

configurable

materials and

simplified it so that

our customer could

easily place their

EDI orders with us. 

 We are very happy

with the

implementation

and ongoing

support we have

been receiving”

- Zack Afiane, IT Leader,
Roma Moulding
(www.romamoulding.com)


